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Outline
• Lasers as compact accelerators
• Feasibility studies: laser-accelerated 3,4He ions
• Polarized 3He target
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High-intensity lasers
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PHELIX @GSI Darmstadt
https://www.gsi.de/fileadmin/_processed_/csm_phelix_overview_e76071901b.jpg




in Jan 2015 beamtime
laser energy E = 40 - 120 J
pulse duration τ = 0.6 - 1 ps
wavelength λ = 1.053 µm
intensity I = 1.4 x 1019 W cm-2















several 100's of MeV
ions
energy up to 
several 10's of MeV
I ~ 1019-20 W cm -²
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Laser-target interaction
• supersonic gas jet
➔ 1019-20 cm-3
• relativistic self-focusing:
➔ laser stays focused
• plasma channel evolves
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• laser pulse: Gaussian-distributed E-field (not a plane wave!)
➔ intensity gradient
➔ ponderomotive force
• electrons affected by Fpon
➔ quiver motion
➔ e- oscillate, pushed out, follow laser pulse 
Laser-target interaction
Fpon ∝ −∇ I L
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• direct laser-driven ion acceleration?
➔ requirement: intensity-wavelength products  ~
                or: a0 ~ 2000
➔ nowadays not reachable
•  ion acceleration indirectly: charge separation: E-fields O(1010-12 V/m)
Laser-target interaction















a0 ∝ √λL2 I L
ions
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Laser-target interaction
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Laser-driven ion acceleration: ion-beam polarization?
• laser and plasma: magnetic fields (~ 103-4 T)
• 2 scenarios possible:
a) polarization creation: cf. N. Raab et al., Phys. Plasmas 21, 023104 (2014)
➔ spin flip, Stern-Gerlach?
➔ no polarization observed for laser-acc. proton beams
a) polarization conservation
➔ pre-polarized target: 3He gas (AG Heil, Mainz) @3 bar, 293 K
➔ full ionization within 0.x ps < hyperfine interaction time 0.2 ns
➔ laser/plasma fields vanish too quickly
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PHELIX experiment: setup
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4He1+,2+ angular distribution
• radiochromic films
➔ 5 µm Al shielding
➔ He ions > 1.6 MeV
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2 shots on RCF 
4He1+,2+ angular distribution
• FWHM: 80.7° - 103.7°
➔ TPs @ 80°, 90°, 100°
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TP measurements: energy spectra
Thomson parabola spectrometer (TP)
• HV 3 kV, 0.58 T, 200 µm pinhole, 170 nSr
• TPs @ 80°, 90°, 100°
• ion detector: image plates (IP)
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2 shots on RCF 
TP measurements: energy spectra
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Layout: polarized 3He laser target
homogeneous magnetic
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Layout: polarized 3He laser target
pressure booster and piezo-/pressure-driven valve:
• non-magnetic materials and operation mechanism
• tenfold increase of the 3He backing pressure i.e. the particle density
• appropriate for laser-acceleration experiments with high-energy lasers
➔ (cf. brass nozzle and solenoid valve during shots)
3He
p0 = 3 bar
3He
pmax = 30 bar
piston
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Layout: polarized 3He laser target
pressure booster and piezo-/pressure-driven valve
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Layout: polarized 3He laser target
polarimetry
• extraction of laser-accelerated 3He2+ ion beam
• acceleration angle: +/- 90°
• proper nuclear analytical reaction 
with known x-sections & analyzing powers?
➔ 3He2+ polarization measurement
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Thank you...
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Mainz 3He polarizer
Metastable Exchange Optical Pumping
polarization degree: up to 85%
W. Heil 
http://www.ag-heil.physik.uni-mainz.de/32_ENG_HTML.php
